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Abstract— The prevalence of smart mobile devices has promoted the popularity of mobile The application can store the related information 
to cloud. To concern admin to upload the product of our details and we can store and view the concern customer of my viewer(small scale 
durable financiers). In this proposal, digital usage for all the small scale durable financers and customers is implemented and all the customers 
can view the details of durable financers, make purchase from them by the correspondent plan of the durable financer.The project is basically 
a new way of digitalizing durable financer and customers.  The purpose of this project is, to make the small scale durable financers to earn 
more money by selling their products on our services and maintaining all customers current balance accounts of each durable financer via a 
digital tally sheet. This avoids the usage of diaries and easy maintenance of all customer balance account of each durable financer using cloud 
services.  This will also advertise many small scale durable financers which will help them getting more customers thus improving the 
business and life of many small scale durable financers while satisfying the customers. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The e-commerce has been developed largely to a greater extent since the usage of mobile phones 
and the access of internet is available to the large extent of people.  Many recommendation techniques 
were also introduced to improve the sales, making the user to take decision easily because of the huge 
number of e-commerce[3] websites that has been introduced recently.  This recommending system mainly 
focuses on the goals like changing a visitor into customer and holding up the permanent customers by 
finding their needs.  Recommender systems must work properly otherwise there is a danger of leaving a 
customer.  So, the leading e-commerce websites uses predictive analysis algorithm to recommend the 
products.   The usage of predictive analysis algorithm will be different for different e-commerce websites; 
competitions are very high in terms of retaining and getting a new customer.All the predictive and 
recommendation systems are data based system that is it works on the gathered past details of the user for 
information processing.  Information Processing works on the gathered input and derive a desired output 
(Recommendation of products) using some algorithm. The collected data will be variety of kinds such it 
includes the search history, purchase history, ratings of the user, budget selection, Country etc.  Generally, 
the information processing provides the recommended products, offers related to the products etc.  The 
recommendation system is Content-Based Filtering, Collaborative Filtering, Demographic Approach, 
Hybrid Approach, Associative Rule Mining, Clustering, and Sequence RuleMining.  By using these kinds 
of predicting techniques, the user will be recommended by the various desired products.Each revenue is a 
fixed payment amount made by a borrower to a lender at a specified date each calendar month or week or 
day. Equated installments are used to pay off both discount and principal each month so that over a 
specified number of years, the balance amount is paid off in full. With most common type borrower makes 
fixed periodic payments to the lender over the course of several years with the goal of retiring the balance. 

A. Approaches of Durable Financiers 

 There are two major approaches of durable financiers. They are Direct and Indirect Approach.In 
the indirect approach you must first find and recruit independent financiers  that then find, win, make, 
keep and grow happy customers providing solutions with your product as a core component.The benefit of 
the indirect approach is the enormous scalability potential.  
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Profit of the durable financiers can be increased and satisfaction of the customer is good.The drawback is 
the added complexity of managing durable financing between you and your customers and the additional 
time it takes to management of all the customers.With a direct go-to-market approach you employ and you 
pay all the resources required for finding, winning, making, keeping and growing happy customers. This is 
the most effective tool for small enterprise as this is the direct channel to reach and deliver goods and 
services to customer without using marketing middleman and avoiding unlikely costs by using direct mails, 
bulk SMS, telecalling. . Effective Sales can be done by using this algorithm of Direct Approach which 
includes face to face conversion, personal bonding, and reference. 

 

 This Direct Approach gives more accurate Prediction than the indirect Approach in traditional 
methods. The benefit of the direct approach is the full control you enjoy and your ability to make fast 
changes to the way you interact with the customer. By this type of direct approach the customers can 
compare and see their products in a realistic manner than that of virtual shopping. The main advantage is 
that the reliability of all the customers is increases because of face to face dealing of transaction. Products 
purchased will be of good quality and it can be easily replaced with the durable financier if the problems 
exist with the product. 

II. NICK HAJLI , YICHUAN WANG LITERATURE REVIEW 

, Mina Tajvidi and Sam Hajli[4] proposed social computing technologies and new commercial 
features, is having an increasing impact on e-commerce, potentially generating substantial economic benefits. 
Traditional e-commerce platforms primarily use Web technologies, which rely far less on the interaction 
between buyer and seller, and the process of acquiring product and shopping information is similar to 
window shopping. Consumers interact with online vendors and base their decisions on information provided 
by the vendors’ websites. When it comes to social commerce, the explosion of social media applications use 
provides an opportunity for researchers and practitioners to think long-term value beyond that of a 
traditional e-commerce site. Social commerce, where Web 2.0 technologies are used intensively, encourages 
a more interactive environment for consumers. Even if social commerce is now more influential than 
traditional e-commerce systems, sustainable growth is not assured with simply adding shopping buttons to 
companies’ profile page without offering any benefits to their customers.  

 
Hua Yu, Xi Zhang[5] proposed a IOT application in E-commerce from the network technology and 

E-commerce perspective, through the technology of IoT in the application of Ecommerce analysis, to 
explore how networking technology and E-commerce combine to solve some current problems in electronic 
commerce, to further accelerate the development of e-commerce. The Internet of things, as the name 
suggested, is a network connecting things with things.At that time it only aimed to realize intelligent 
merchandise identification and management by Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology. But now 
the connotation and denotation of the IOT has changed a lot from different parts there are different 
understandings. 

 
Z. A. Usmani, Shraddha Manchekar, Tahreem Malim, Ayman Mir[1] proposed a predictive method 

for improving sales in E-Commerce to help consumers to help them find products that they will like. It 
becomes a matter of prime importance to build systems that trace the consumers browsing history accurately 
to predict the consumer's choices, thereby helping customers save an enormous amount of time. The higher 
the accuracy in recommending the right product, the more likely is the customer to return.Recommender 
systems are broadly classified Personalized Recommender System, Content-Based Filtering, Collaborative 
Filtering, Demographic Approach 
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III. PROPOSED WORK 

A. Problem Definition 

The traditional way of durable financing is changed by providing the new mobile services. All the 
accounts details and credited balance of each customer of the durable financiers can be easily maintained 
by the application. The effective usage of the application is that all the products of the durable financiers 
can be viewed through the application. This makes effective sales[2] and easy maintenance of the credit 
balance. Reliability is very more in this application. The durable Goods only viewed through the images 
but in the proposed system it will be viewed and observed directly in front of the durable financiers. The 
entire Customer has been satisfied from the purpose of the Application. Has the fastest transaction 
processing the middleware. The online transaction is not needed since it is a direct approach. 

B. Clustering Side Information 

 Clustering side information is done by Partitioning algorithm. Here similar objects in a text 
documents are grouped together to form a cluster.Partitioning is done with K-means clustering algorithm. 
Clustering is based on user’s input (i.e) user has to specify how many cluster are to be formed. For 
clustering side information corpus S of text reports are The aggregate number of records is N, and they are 
signified by T1 ... TN .It is accepted that the situated of unique words in the whole corpus S is indicated by 
W. Connected with each one archive Ti, we have a set of side properties Xi.Each one set of side traits Xi 
has d dimensions, which are meant by (xi1 ... xid).Acceptance ratio is such that each one side property xid 
is parallel, however easily we can change numerical and absolute properties.This technique is very 
efficient and effective for gathering side information. 

C. Booking and Merchandising of Products 

 

All the details of durable goods of the small scale durable financer will be available to customers.  
They can buy and pay according to the plan of the small scale durable financer. All the durable Goods are 
booked via Our Services to Particular durable financiers. Direct Booking is done by Direct Approach of 
the Durable Financiers to a Customer. Payment of both the Direct Booking and Booking via Services is 
done through Cash on Installment (COI). 

D. Total Work Flow 

The customer will have the normal process of login, but Durable Financiers will have the different 
set of sign up process. The durable financier sign up consist of certain terms and conditions process, such 
that if he enters the required customer id then only the further process will be started. The durable 
financier has to update the details about his products he is going to buy. The following Fig.1 illustrates the 
Total work flow of proposed mechanism. 

 
 

Fig.1 Overall Flow diagram 
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 The above Fig.1 explains about the overall flow diagram of proposed mobile application. Then 
from the gathered data the details will be uploaded to the web content, such that if the customer buys the 
product a message will be passed to both the durable financier and the customer .After finishing of direct 
approach or Indirect approach, Customer Id creation, Signup process of selling with discount updating of 
payment details, and predicting process are done when new customer will added. 

IV. EXPERMENTAL RESULTS 

 

              The proposed technique experimented and evaluated with the Android development Tool Kit .The 
Experimental results are shown as follows. The following Fig.2 describes user login with searching option. 

 

Fig.2 User login with Search Capabilities 

The following Fig.3 gives clear description about merchandising products. Each user 
can view and book the products merchandised. 
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Fig3. Merchandising Products 

In the above Fig.3 describes how payment options are enabled to customer in purchasing products. 

 

Fig 4.Product Purchase  

 The above figure explains about the product purchase functionality. Exchange and prediction of 
goods can be performed easily and in a secured manner Analysis is done based on ranking in sale of 
products. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

 A durable financing will be changed by easily getting the details of durable financiers and 
Customers. Ease of Maintenance of the Accounts details and credited balance of each customer of the durable 
financiers. Improves the sales of durable financier and satisfy the customer needs.This Web services provides 
permanent solutions for many current issues that are faced by the farmers.  The farmers are no longer 
dependent on the agencies; they’ll get their rights to determine and the prices of food products in India. Makes 
the customers to shop easily all the items directly at cheaper rate without many intermediates/agencies. 
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